
 
 
 

“It’s remarkable how much long-term advantage I’ve found by trying to consistently be not stupid” 
 

-Mr. Xavier from Jacob Taylor’s Rebel Allocator 
 
January Recap: 
 

• It was an eventful start to the year, given this, bond proxies outperformed. The S&P 500 gave up its early lead to finish the 
month flat. Continuing the theme from last year, domestic large caps outpaced domestic small and international markets by 
over 2% during January.   

• The 10-year yield fell sharply again and hit multi-month lows as fears of a global economic slow-down hit markets. Bottom 
line, the bond market continues to send outright worrisome signals about future economic growth, not just in the U.S. but 
also globally.  

• The coronavirus has become the story of 2020. The virus is expected to reduce Chinese GDP growth in the first quarter of 
2020 by 1.6%, sparking fear around the world that the virus threatens to choke off the expected rebound in global growth.   

 
The Market Backdrop: 
 
Let’s apply the opening quote to the largest decisions we can make at the portfolio level – asset allocation. 
 
Before we cloud this note with numbers and data, let’s use deductive reasoning. That’s a fancy way of saying common sense.  
High valuations lead to lower returns associated with higher risks (a bad combo) and low valuation leads to higher returns associated 
with lower risks (a good combo). We’ll let your imagination run wild as to where the current US stock valuations fall, green dots or 
yellow dots?   
 

 
 
The biggest allocation decision we can make is the percentage of stocks and bonds we own.  While the case can be made that stocks 
are expensive, we’d ask, relative to what?  Definitely not bonds… 
 
Let us try to explain the current and unexplainable bond market. The current 10-year treasury bond yields 1.52%. That’s a dollar and 
a half for every $100 people are loaning the government.  Not to mention, that $1.52 WILL NOT GROW.  If you think about that 
$1.52 as earnings – people are paying over 65x earnings that are guaranteed not to grow!  
 
Our Choices: 
 
Allocation decisions are driven by the relative options we are given.  When thought about in that way, stocks at a trailing Price to 
Earnings of 20x (ish) doesn’t seem all that bad. We continue to underweight bonds and international stocks, continue to focus on 
consistent yield, and continue to own more explicit exposure to hedging techniques (forms of insurance against market drops).   
 
We wrote more about the risks we’ve been seeing back in the 3rd quarter of 2019. Most of that sentiment remains as we are placing 
greater emphasis on the ability to reduce our exposure to potential drawdown.  Volatility started to pick up as January ended.  
 

https://www.amazon.com/Rebel-Allocator-Jacob-Taylor/dp/173268832X/ref=sr_1_1?gclid=Cj0KCQiApt_xBRDxARIsAAMUMu9JkRykk7z4O872oxySMG_i4mg04lAw7dSeQtPW6emB2d8m3b88VWcaAq1ZEALw_wcB&hvadid=323791530617&hvdev=c&hvlocphy=9012939&hvnetw=g&hvqmt=e&hvrand=3326847453212693855&hvtargid=aud-837858999240%3Akwd-804431528352&hydadcr=24380_11049604&keywords=the+rebel+allocator&qid=1580757569&sr=8-1
https://aptuscapitaladvisors.box.com/s/nhe8a2fetp0zr3ehmddbxub3e4l7qc8f


Our overall aim is to tilt allocation away from areas that we think can be a drag on future returns(bonds!) and do so without injecting 
additional risk. Our ability to hedge away a portion of the risk associated with stocks is crucial to this point.  
 
Hedging in Action: 
 
Remember the colored dots? We’d love to say we “buy green, sell yellow” but come on. That said, the structure of our hedges is 
designed to create dry powder in a selloff. It feels closer to the yellow dots than the green ones, either way we take comfort in a 
proactive hedging approach that keeps us both protective and opportunity-seeking. See the illustration (as in, “picture to help 
explain” not “promised outcome”) below: 
 

 
 
The above example is shown for informational purposes only and should not be interpreted as actual historical performance of Aptus 
Capital Advisors, LLC. Results are hypothetical and do not reflect trading in actual accounts. The actual results of individual clients will 
differ due to many factors, including individual investments and fees, individual client restrictions, and the timing of investments and 
cash flows. Clients should not rely solely on this or any other performance illustrations when making investment decisions. 
 
As with any kind of “insurance”, hedging does have a cost, in this case a drag on returns. That said, we feel good about the ability of 
this protection to deliver overall exposure with solid participation in rising markets while reducing the impact of gut-wrenching 
drawdowns. That combination tends to create happy clients!  
  
Thanks to our portfolio framework, we know where return can come from (1. Yield, 2. Growth, 3. Valuations Changing – see here for 
a breakdown), and it’s up to us to make sound decisions when allocating capital.  As Mr. X stated better than we can, we just want to 
be consistently not stupid.  
 
Click here for latest performance and fact sheets. As always, don’t hesitate to reach out with any questions at all. 
 
 
The Aptus Team 
 
251.517.7198 
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https://aptuscapitaladvisors.app.box.com/file/521863521332
https://aptuscapitaladvisors.app.box.com/file/521863521332
https://impact-series.com/fact-sheets/


 
 
The Impact Series is a model portfolio solution developed by Aptus Capital Advisors, LLC. Aptus Capital Advisors, LLC is a Registered 
Investment Advisor (RIA) registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission and is headquartered in Fairhope, Alabama. 
Registration does not imply a certain level of skill or training. For more information about our firm, or to receive a copy of our 
disclosure Form ADV and Privacy Policy call (251) 517-7198 or contact us here. Information presented on this site is for educational 
purposes only and does not intend to make an offer or solicitation for the sale or purchase of any securities or to advise on the use 
or suitability of The Impact Series, or any of the underlying securities in isolation. Information specific to the underlying securities 
making up the portfolios can be found in the Funds’ prospectuses. Please carefully read the prospectus before making an 
investment decision. 
  
This commentary offers generalized research, not personalized investment advice. It is for informational purposes only and does 
not constitute a complete description of our investment services or performance. Nothing in this commentary should be interpreted 
to state or imply that past results are an indication of future investment returns. All investments involve risk and unless otherwise 
stated, are not guaranteed. Be sure to consult with an investment & tax professional before implementing any investment strategy. 
  
Investing involves risk. Principal loss is possible. Investing in ETFs is subject to additional risks that do not apply to conventional 
mutual funds, including the risks that the market price of the shares may trade at a discount to its net asset value (NAV), an active 
secondary market may not develop or be maintained, or trading may be halted by the exchange in which they trade, which may 
impact a fund’s ability to sell its shares. Shares of any ETF are bought and sold at Market Price (not NAV) and are not individually 
redeemed from the fund. Brokerage commissions will reduce returns. Market returns are based on the midpoint of the bid/ask 
spread at 4:00pm Eastern Time (when NAV is normally determined for most ETFs), and do not represent the returns you would 
receive if you traded shares at other times. Diversification is not a guarantee of performance and may not protect against loss of 
investment principal. ACA-20-24. 
 

https://aptuscapitaladvisors.com/contact.html

